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Prayer of St. Grancts Xavier

T
I love thee, God, not selfishly,
In hope of being saved by Thee,
Nor yet because, not loving Thee,

1 should be lost eternally.
For me, my Jesus, all for me,

Thine arms were spread on Calvary.
For me Thou borest contumely,
The nails, the lance, the agony;

Thou didst submit to pains and fears
And sweat of blood and tears,
And death endure —all this for me
When I was yet thine enemy...
How Jesus could | not love Thee
In answer to such charity?
Not that | may in heaven dwell,

Nor to escape the flames of hell,
Nor with a view to any fee,

But even as Thou hast loved me
| love and ever will love Thee —
Because, my King, | am Thy thrall
And Thou art God and Lord of all.
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Pencilings Along the Way
By the Scribe
@ When the month of March approaches the Irish think of St. Patrick and the Irish societies begin
planning to celebrate with high
mass and banquet the feast of Ireland’s great Apostle. This celebra-

tion by the Irish of St. Patrick’s day

is really something unique, and
these celebrations just about circle
the globe. It is a remarkable thing
that such a small nation as the
Irish are, should have such repercussions on the whole world. How
explain it? The old folks that come
to foreign shores carry with them
such an ardent love of the old sod
that they instill into their children
this love. The love for old Ireland
is truly infectious and it is annually
kept alive by the songs and the

tract the attention of the world to
be successful in life. The only kind
of success that really counts is that

we do our duty to the best of our

ability, no matter what that duty
is. Right now for us U. D. men and
women the duty which is ours is
to study. Later on it will probably
be like that of St. Joseph to care
for our family.

speeches at the St. Patrick’s day

banquets.
Ireland is a small nation but it
is mighty in its influence. You do
not hear of many great Irish scientists and musical composers and
the number of Irish writers does
not look very formidable when

compared with the writers of other
nations. But still the world looks
to the little Emerald Isle with sentiments of respect and admiration.
Despite the persecution from without and the wrangling from within
Ireland has kept its head high and
followed the Gleam. St. Patrick be-

queathed to them the great gift of

The family is the basis of society.
Now if we all go out and establish
homes that are models of decent
living what a bulwark that will be
to the life of our nation. Our families will be the models for all those
people who know us and after a

time example will draw. In that

family let us raise the children to
be law-abiding and God-fearing
citizens. Then there will be little
juvenile delinquency and our youth

problems will be solved in the
home. What a happy nation that
would be if all the families took as
their model the Holy family at

Nazareth of which St. Joseph was

the faith which they have kept
down through the centuries. In
this age of atheistic Communism
and religious indifference
the
strong adherence of the Irish to the
faith of their fathers should be a
beacon light to the world, urging
it to turn from the paths of ma-

the head and provider.

terialism to the ways of God.

first one is The Conquest of Life,

=

a

=

While browsing in the library the
other day I saw two books in the
new book section that I would like

1935. This volume should have a
very special appeal to the students
in the division of education. Of the
fifteen addresses published, only
four do not deal with some phase

of education. The essays make interesting and instructive reading.
The other book is Addresses and
Sermons by the Most Reverend
Amleto Giovanni Cicognani, Apostolic Delegate to the United States.
In his foreword to the book Archbishop Francis P. Keough of Baltimore says that during the eighteen
years of his incumbency the Delegate became intimately acquainted
with the Catholic Church in the
United States. “Extraordinary keen-

ness of mind, great practical judgment, deep sympathy with the
American people, and an apostolic

zeal worthy of the lofty position

which he holds” . . . this from the
foreword tells the reader the qualities of the author. And another
quotation from the foreword: “.. .
the discourses have never been
mere routine expressions of greetings and encouragement. They
have been vehicles for the apt and
felicitous presentation of many of
the Church’s teachings and for
timely comment on significant

events of the day...” The eighty-

three addresses were given at the
dedication of schools, at the conse-

cration or installation of bishops,
and for various anniversaries. Of
interest to us here at the University

of Dayton is address number sixty-

five delivered in Dayton on the
occasion of the centennial of the

to tell you about. Both are pub-

University

lished by the St. Anthony Guild

arrival of the Marianists in America

Press of Paterson, New Jersey. The

of

Dayton

and_ the

in 1850.
*®

=

*

The month of March is the
month of St. Joseph and his feast

or Conferences on Timeless Subjects by Father John W. Cavanaugh, one-time president of Notre

perhaps you recall that in 1941 the

day comes on March 19. St. Joseph

Dame University. Father John A.

is the hidden saint. His life was

O’Brien edited the book and wrote

son, New Jersey, published the

lived in the retiremerit of the car-

a

oo

%

very

delightful

biographical

penter shop at Nazareth caring for

sketch of Father Cavanaugh, who

the wants of the Holy Family. We
do not have to do things that at-

was called the most brilliant Catholic orator of his day. He died in
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While on the question of books
Saint Anthony Guild Press of Pater-

Confraternity edition of the New
Testament. Last year this firm pub-

lished the four gospels in pocket(Turn to Page 21)
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The Rape of the American Family
By Shearl Roberts
@ One of the worst features of
our time is the degradation and destruction of the American home.
Free love, divorce, birth control,
planned parenthood are all phrases
that have gained an unyielding
place in the language of Americans.

The breakup of the family has be-

come a common thing. Propaganda
may be secured from “well-meaning” agencies, who wish to liberate
the American woman from excessive child bearing. Plan your children as you plan your garden. Juvenile delinquency resulting in sexual promiscuousness is an everyday occurrence.
I do not intend to discuss the
morality of these acts. I will leave
that to the teachers of religion.
What I present for your consideration is the effect that these acts
have upon the United States as a
nation, and then you can judge accordingly.

Today the United States is faced
with Communism, a ruthless philosophy that aims at our very destruction. In this struggle it is of
practical importance for the people
of the United States to minimize
differences and emphasize common
objectives in the attainment of the
unity which is so necessary for survival.
Our leaders have stressed this
need for unity, but they have ignored the part played by the family.

The dignity, freedom and happiness of the individual is inseparably bound up with the family. The

family is the basic unit in society
and the foundation of our whole
social structure. When evils attack
the family, they are in reality attacking the nation. With the destruction of the family, the true
cell-structure of the state is destroyed. Instead of a society where order reigns, confusion results and

the substantial change from e pluribus unum to e plurbus plures is
effected.
March, 1953

We could learn a powerful lesson from our adversaries, the Communists, in what the family means
to the state. After their ascent to
power in 1917, a new code of immorality was struck in Russia. Divorce could be obtained by mailing
a post card, listing the grievances
for divorce, to the proper governmental agency. Free love was not

only tolerated but encouraged. The
results of this ignoble experiment
were license and disorder. Prostitution reached new lows. The children born from broken homes and
out of wedlock became the new
robbers and murderers. Instead of
gaining a new wave of potential
soldiers and workers, the Communists received for the most part, a
deserted generation. At once divorce was ended, free love abolished. The family life of the Russians
was restored and rejuvenated. Honors were bestowed on Russian
mothers who gave birth to the
most children. Songs were com-

posed glorifying the Russian family. Of course, in their mad _philosophy of domination, the Reds
utilized family life for their own
nefarious ends.
And here at home we continue
to weaken our country with rampant divorce and planned parenthood. Educators who criticizeprivate schools for weakening the
unity of our nation, sit blithely by,
ignoring or accepting divorce and
birth control.
When a home is destroyed by
divorce, a cell-structure of the state
dies with it and if the mortality of
cells continues to rise, then it is
like a cancerous growth threatening
the entire organism.
The free world screams with
righteous anger when the Communists repudiate treaties with reckless

death do them part, it becomes an
accepted practice. In essence what
is the difference between the two
acts?
If marriage can be dissolved so
conveniently why cannot agreements and treaties be dissolved in
the same manner? One is labelled
incompatibility, the other is termed
a stab in the back.
Home life is the God-appointed
training ground of human character, for from the home life of the
child springs the maturing of manhood, either for good or for evil.
A broken home does not provide
that character training necessary
for good citizenship. It provides
new obstacles in the path of the
children.
Our teachers tell us that the children have lost their respect for
authority, a basis for all unity. If
this is true that the future citizens
have lost their respect for authority, it is only because they lost it
first in the home.
What
e of unity results from
birth control? The home was made
for children and when this end of
the home and family are frustrated
married people can readily go their

separate ways. There is no doubt
about the fact that children tie
parents

together

with

a

strong

bond. Give birth control a clever
name, but the intent and purpose
are still the same.
This is not a plea for the subjugation of the family to the state.
The begetting of children should
not be for the purpose of filling

the empty poppy fields. But if we
continue

to

rape

the

American

family, our nation will suffer, and
our enemies will benefit.

Those who want unity in our

abandon. Yet when Christians re-

country, turn your attention to the

pudiate the vow in the marriage

home.

ceremony of loving one another till

you strengthen the nation.

Strengthen the home and
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The Hot House

hurting again! I had the girls fire
the furnace all week because he
complained of having a sore back,

and then he goes out and bowls.
By Robert E. Eberts

Believe me! he did the firing to-

day!” . . . . (Boy! he must have

really fired up, too. This house is
@ The leather heels of Jim’s
shoes clicked across the cement
porch. He pushed on the bell and
listened to the familiar ring. That
ding-dong-ding had not changed a
note in the two and a half years
he had been away. Jim thrust his
hands into his overcoat pockets for
warmth. A person behind the curtained glass pane door unlatched
a night chain and turned the key.

Then the spectacled head of a

little old lady peeked through a

three-inch opening. Immediately
she flung the door open and piped
a

hearty

welcome

in

a_

high,

squeaky voice.
“Why, Jim! when did you get
back? Come in! Come in! Mary!
Ann! look who’s here!”
Aunt Rose stretched all of her
four feet seven inches in an effort
to embrace her nephew as he came

“You know Mother,” Ann said
sarcastically. “She never wants to
throw anything out.”

Jim sank down into the comfort
of the Morris chair and glanced
around the room. Practically everything was the same — the old piano
sitting in the corner, waiting for
someone to play it; the large front
window rattling in the face of the
wind; the old-fashioned chandelier
hanging from the high ceiling; the
blower on the furnace pushing
waves of heat into the rooms. Aunt

Rose wiggled her way back to a

comfortable position on the couch;
Ann sat down carefully, so as not
to wrinkle her dress, next to her

mother; Mary nonchalantly flopped
into the rocker on the opposite side
of the room.

through the doorway. Jim bent his

like an oven.) ....
“Well, Mary, what are you doing
now that you are out of school?”
Jim asked in order to change the
conversation.

“I'm working,” she replied dis-

gustedly. “I assure you I would far
rather be back in school.”

“She just didn’t know how good
she had it — always running around
to parties and basketball games,”

Aunt Rose put in... . (Aunt Rose
hasn't changed much. I think her
hair is a little grayer though. You'd
think that the girls would make
her throw out those old torn housedresses she wears and buy her

some new clothes.) ....
“Where are youworking?”
“Tma file clerk for the Mutual
Insurance Company,” Mary replied.
“I got the job right after graduation
last June. It’s a very nice place to
work. My girl friend, Jo Ann, works
there, too. All we do all day is
file, file, file. They never seem to

six-foot frame to receive her affectionate hug and kiss. He squirmed,
embarrassed, out of her grasp just
as his two cousins came into the

run out of work. The pay’s okay

hallway.

though, and they don’t mind if we

“Hi, Jim! take off your coat and
stay a while. Pretty cold out, huh?”

you know!” She faked a coy smile

“Yes, Mary, it can’t be much over
thirty-two out today. Your house
certainly is nice and warm. How
have you been, Ann?”

“My, oh my, I think you've grown
another six inches while you've
been gone. Why, I can remember
when you used to run through the
house and trip over all my rugs.”
Jim forced a smile as his three
hosts laughed at his aunt's joke.

“Why don’t you take Jim into the
front room and sit down, Mother?”

suggested Ann as she took Jim’s

coat and hung it up.
“I see you haven't gotten rid of
those yet,” Jim said as he ducked

take a day off now and then. Sick,
at that... . (Mary was still the
high school chatterbox he had left

behind.) .... “There are a lot of
Illustration by Bette Osweiler

“Where is Uncle Bill? At work?”
“No, Dad’s bowling. One of the
men at work had to go out-of-town
today, so they asked him to sub,”
Ann answered with a glance toward her mother.

“Going bowling on a Saturday
afternoon! And all the work we
have to be done around this house!
Don’t you think that is terrible?”
“Well, a man needsalittle relax-

ation now and then,” Jim answered
quietly.

under the dull green little curtain

But Aunt Rose ignored his state-

which hung over the doorway to
the parlor.

ment and continued, “He'd better
never complain to me of his back

Page 4

fellows working in the office, too.
The boss doesn’t like for us to talk
to them as much as we do, but
he'll have a hard time stopping us.
When he’s gone, we really have a
good time. He says that we “distract their attention from their
work” .... (If the other girls are
as biga flirt as you, I'd be distracted, too. Amazing howagirl can
grow up from a skinny high school

sophomore to a beauty like Mary
is now in just three years.) ....

“So that is why you like it, eh?”
“Oh, no, I never date any of
them.”
“They never ask her,” kidded
Ann.

The Exponent

“Well, I guess they figure that
we see and talk to each other
enough as it is,” Mary answered a

“It is rather nice. I like it better
than this weather you have here in
Ohio. It is quite a bit warmer out

“And you never come home!”
Aunt Rose exclaimed rather shocked.

talking, I'll bet.) ....

there.” ... . (But it never gets as
hot as this house is now.) ....

“Well, it is an awfully long way.”

little too casually. . . . (Mostly the

swered. ... (In fact, I’m hot!) ....

“I was working on plastics. In

Jim looked down, trying to avoid
their questioning eyes. It was then
he discovered that he was sitting
right next to the heater. The net
cloth that was over the heater to

“I think the furnace could use a

fact, that is about all I had done
up until a few months ago.”

ward from the force of the heat

“Do you think it’s a little cold in

here?” Ann asked Jim.

“No, I'm fine,” Jim quickly an-

couple of lumps of coal, Ann. I

noticed it getting a little chilly,”
Aunt Rose said with a shiver to
emphasize her feeling on the matter.

“I think I will go down and fire.”
.... (Oh, no! not more heat!) ....

“Excuse me for a few minutes, Jim,”
Ann said politely as she got up.
After she had left, Jim asked,
“Does she still work for that paint
company?”
“Yes, she wanted to change a
while back, but I wouldn’t let her.
She has too good a job to go messing around at these new factories.”
“Does she still go with that
Brown boy?”
“Oh, no, she tired of him a long

while ago. She hasn't dated anyone
very steady.
suit her.”

They never seem to

“She’s going to be an old maid
yet,” Mary said rather curtly.
“Now, Mary, she’s only twenty-

six, defended Aunt Rose. ... (Ann
never could settle down to one
boy. She just is too darned polite
and sophisticated. No one is ever

good enough for her. Or maybe it

is the other way around.) ....
(What a difference between those

two girls. If I didn’t know they
were sisters, I would bet they were

raised in two entirely different famMies.| <5:

“Say, we've been telling you all
about ourselves; now it’s your
turn.” .... (Mary would! Now the
part is coming that I dread.) ....
“Well, not much to tell — I have
been out in San Francisco the
whole time.”

“What kind of work do you do?
I bet it isn’t nearly so dull as my
filing.”

“You must be quite an expert by
now, flattered Mary.

“Just what kind of research do
you do on them? Your mother told
us you were working in some kind
of testing laboratory. . . . (Ann really likes to pin things down.) ....
“Well, someone in one of the
other departments figures out how
to make a new type of plastic, and
then we run tests on it to see if it

high as it will go.) ....
Maybe

you_

have

something

moreimportant to attend to out on

the coast. How about it, Jim?”
Mary devilishly pried.

“Well,” hesitated Jim. . . . (The
heat is really on now from two
directions.) ....
“You can tell your aunt, can’t

your”

machines to see how well each one
will polish, wash, wear; how high
a temperature it will stand; and

“Yes, Jim. Is she pretty?” Mary
pushed.

want to know. .. . (I'll bet none of

lips together.

most everything anyone would
them would stand up under this

melting temperature.) ....
“What are you doing now?”Mary
asked.
“I got a promotion. I’m in charge
of trying to find a plastic that can
be used as window pane. The big
trouble we are having is in finding something good enough that is
cheaper than glass. So far we have
not had any success.”
“You certainly have done all
right for yourself,” Aunt Rose said.
“When do you have to go back
West?” Ann questioned.

“Tm leaving by plane tomorrow
afternoon.
Monday.”

I have to be at work

“When did you get home?” Aunt
Rose asked.
“Only yesterdaymorning.”

“So soon? Why haven't you come
home before this?” asked Mary.

“Is the weather really as nice as

they claim?” asked Ann as she came

“Yes, I get two weeks every sum-

March, 1953

being blown out. . . . (They must
have the thermostat pushed up as

is any good. There are different

“You certainly get vacations,”
Ann added.

back into the parlor.

keep out the dirt was puffing up-

mer and one in the winter.”

Jim only smiled and pressed his
“What's her name, Jim? Come on,
we don’t want to have to coax you.
Now, what is her name?” Mary insistently asked.
“It’s Sue. Sue Valenta.”
“Is she from San Francisco?”

asked Aunt Rose as she moved up
to the edge of the couch.
“She lives in a little suburb just
outside the city.”
“Does she work at the laboratory
with you?” Ann asked.
“No, she’s a stenographer at one
of our sales offices.”
“How did you meet her?” It was
Mary’s turn again.

“The company always has a big
party at Christmas.
there.”

I met her

“Which Christmas? I'll bet it was
the first one.” Mary spoke in a
voice that was too sure of itself
for Jim’s good.
Jim could only smile in confirm-

ation.
(Turn to Page 20)
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Great White Father
By Jack Rice

@ “The person who wishes to

to wipe out the Jap pocket. So a

advance a cause must become a

handful of men and two tanks held
up a company at full strength.

martyr to that cause,” expounded

Captain P. R. Bagle, pounding on

the desk so that his lecture notes

jumped. His startling white brows
and snow white hair had earned
him the derisive title of Great
White Father, which he took seriously. Gregory suppressed a smile
and looked out the classroom window.
“And here we are, proving his

And as long as the Japs had those
two tanks they could do it with im-

punity, or at least that was the way
Captain P. R. Bagle figured it. The
tanks gave them local fire superior-

ity so the way to capture that fire
superiority was to destroy the tanks.
It was a simple matter of reasoning.
Easy Company got its attack order

for five o'clock.

I wonder what it’s like in the
next world, Gregory thought, as

he walked along with his gear

muffled and his bayonet fixed.
Gregory could see the more solid
outlines of his buddies in the mist.
Now and then a soldier would walk
through a place where the sun had
burned through the mist. Gregory
would see an arm or a part of a
uniform in the clear with the rest
of the soldier engulfled around in
a white sea.
“I want those tanks, you hear?”
Bagle’s ulcer was bothering him.
“Yes, sir.” Williamson was the
exec, but he might as well have
been a spud-jockey for all the say
he had.

theory,” Gregory finished.

George’s elbow woke Gregory.

“I want those launchers and fiftysevens right down with the men.”

“Yeah,” George said.

“It’s nearly time,” he said simply,
and Gregory shouldered his pack.

“But, sir... .” Williamson started to object.

“Here” was Leyte, 1943. Easy
Company, 124th Regiment, had
been camped on the forward slope

“No buts about it, Mister Williamson.” Whenever Bagle was
about to blow his top he called all
his junior officers “Mister” to remind them that he was Regular
Army and they were not.

of the same ridge for the past two
weeks, trying to erase two Jap light
tanks and their supporting infantry.

“There’s one now!” Sergeant
Krueger foolishly stood erect in his
muddy uniform, pointing, his M-1
in his hand. A round from the tank
landed beside him. There was a
roar, a shower of timbers and semiliquid earth that engulfed him.

“Yes, sir.” Williamson saluted and
left.

A squad loomed out of the mist
on Gregory's left carrying a fiftyseven mm. recoilless rifle. They
were forbidden to talk, but the two
squads made insulting signs at each
other as they passed.

There wasn’t enough left to bury.
All of Easy Company poured
their fire into the tank, probing for
a weak chink in the armor. Overhead Gregory could hear the
whoosh! Boom! of the bazooka
rockets. Down in the valley he
could see the bright red fingers of

Gregory was number two man
in the squad so that he heard it
Illustration by Kay DeVol

The sun had risen, and lent a

sooner than Corrigan, the squad

leader. Voices. Corrigan came up
and stood beside Gregory, listening.

the tracers all pointing to one spot.

rosy glow to the muddy world.

He put his helmet next to Greg-

Then the tank was behind some
trees, and the fire suddenly ceased,

Mist still hung in shreds and
patches in the valley. There was
no barrage or piercing blast of

it by yakking all over the place.”

turned off like a water tap.
“He got Krueger,” George said,

in an unbelieving voice.
“Yeah,” said Gregory, and elbowed George aside. He was sick all
over the bottom of the foxhole, his
guts retching, tearing, burning in-

side him. Krueger hadn't died a
pretty death.

whistles as there had been in preparation to capturing this same hill
two weeks ago. Kuvarich simply
walked along the line of foxholes
tapping helmets and pointing. As
each man crawled out of his hole
and looked back, he and Kuvarich

smiled and saluted each other with
the circled thumb and forefinger

orys and whispered,
“Some fool always has to spoil
“Yeah,” Gregory breathed.

The voices came nearer. George
came up beside Gregory and knelt,
his rifle butt on the ground, listening.

“There’s two of ’em,” George said
under his breath.

The spring rains made it impos-

of good luck. Then the soldier dis-

“Yeah,” Corrigan said.

sible to use medium tanks or bring

appeared in the mist and Kuvarich

By mutual accord the three of

up artillery along the soupy trail
Page 6

passed on to the next hole.

them scattered, putting distance
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between each other. Mulvaney, the

automatic rifleman, slid his AR into

position on the ground, waiting.

An Unwelcome Rain

The sun burned through the mist

all at once, shining down on a

By Elizabeth McAdam

brown, muddy world. Gregory was

astounded at what he saw. The
squad had stumbled on the Jap

tank park. The two light tanks lay

with hatches open under camoflage netting strung between trees.
Back of them and to the right was
the headquarters building, complete with flagstaff and flag. A pair
of Jap officers, obviously intent on
doing their business, were the
source of the voices.
Corrigan’s “Get ’em!” was half
drowned by the brrrp of the automatic rifle. The smaller officer was
practically cut in two where he
stood. The larger took two running
steps before one huge blast from
the squad’s rifles tore his head off.
His windpipe was exposed, ashen
gray and fluttering.
A Jap sentry jumped from an
open tank hatch to the ground,
aroused by the racket of rifle fire,

just in time to have the headless
officer run into his arms. George
took careful aim, and dropped him
with one shot.

@ The massive crystal chandelier
glistened. A soft radiance poured
out into the room, bathing it in a

shadowy golden light.
her ankles with the rhythm of the
dance. Looking up into her partners eyes she saw herself reflected
there. All her life she had dreamed
of a man as tall and dark as he
with laughing eyes and gentle
hands, but the actuality of dancing
in his arms was still hard for her
to believe.
Round and round they whirled.
The room became a blue haze and

Moonlight

streamed in through the window

and made a pathway of silver in

his dark hair. Suddenly the mist
arose with a cool breeze, which
moved the auburn lock at her fore-

head; and they were standing on a
stardusted terrace.

“He won't have to, Sarge,” Greg-

ory said.
“What's eating you?”

“He won't have to. A couple of
grenades ‘Il fix those tanks.”
“Sure. But who's fool enough to
kill himself.”

“Yeah,” Gregory smiled.
“I can’t order you.”

“You won't try and stop me?”

Gregory asked.
(Turn to Page 20)
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mentarily against his tan.

They

drove for a while in silence and
slowly her head sunk down on his
shoulder. He moved slightly and
she snuggled closer to him.

As her eyes closed she thought
she hearda slight rumble in the
distance. Once he took a curve too

fast and opening her eyes she saw
that the stars were gone and the
sky was black.
All at once there was a loud
rumble and an angry flash oflight-

and looked at him anxiously. He

“We'll be there before it rains,
darling, don’t worry.”

“I hope so,” she said and again
rested her head on his shoulder.

launcher team you see and have

could hear the dull, earth-shaking

They had been in the car for
some time and still his eyes watched the road intently, trying to
pierce the darkness. Once he turned to smile fondly at her and she
saw his white even teeth flash mo-

grinned down at her and whispered:

“Smitty,” Corrigan called, “get
back and have mortar fire put in
here. Stop the first fifty-seven or

thud of exploding mortar shells.

sighed. It was a warm breathless
sigh mingled with contentment.

ning cut across the sky. She sat up

Mulvaney had the Japs pinned
inside the building. One of them
had a tommygun, but he wasn’t
very good with it.

them come in.” The main attack
had started. On their left the squad

down the green-edged path to their
waiting car. As the wind whipped
the hair back from her face, she

Her ivory gown swirled about

only they were real.

among the last stragglers to walk

Breezes stirred the leaves in the
trees and they rustled, sighing softly. She shivereda little and his
arm drew her closer. The sky was
a midnight blue. Thousands of
shimmering firefly-like patterns

spotted it with a yellowish warmth.

The soft, lilting strands of the

concluding number floated out into
the night and they danced. They

were swept along into the maze of
dancers; each of which was unaware of anyone save his partner
as the music reached its climax.

It was over! Warm good-byes
were exchanged and they were

He drove on, a little faster than

before, hoping that he would be
able to reach their destination before the rain. Looking down he

saw that her head was once again
resting on his shoulder. Her hair
spilled out on the back of the seat
leaving a few tendrils clinging
to
her cheek.

che

Just then she heard a tiny splash
on the windshield which caused
her lashes to flutter open again.
After that the rain came, slowly at
first and then in a steady staccato.

“Wet” — she thought breathlessly — “I'm getting wet.”
(Turn to Page 21)
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How to break ninety at golf

are, the fewer putts you will have
to take. If you miss the green in
the required number of shots, an

accurate chip can get you down in
one putt and you can still par the
By Charles Gebhart

@ How many times have you
said to yourself after a mediocre
round, “Oh! if I had only played
safe on several of those shots, instead of trying for the impossible.”
One of the most common faults of
the duffer — a duffer is one who
can't break ninety at golf — is that
he doesn’t consider each shot carefully enough. He should consider
all the hazards in front of him, the
distance to the green, and the lie
in which he finds himself. It is
often better to sacrifice a little dis-

tance, in the hope that you'll be in

a better position for the next shot,
than to blast and hope for the im-

probable to happen.

in greens, especially in the bent
family of grasses. Some are coarse
and have a pronounced grain to
them. Even when trimmed very

short, this kind of grass may have

enough grain in it to carry the ball
several inches off its intended line
of flight.
The second thing to do is to

study the roll of the green and play
the shot accordingly. This is also
related to the wetness and dryness
of the grass. If dry, the ball will
break much more quickly than
when wet. Sometimes there may
be several rolls to consider, breaking both to the right and to the
left.

An armchair analysis of your
game is fun, but is of no value if
you don’t determine why and
where you took more strokes. How

which may be more satisfying but
are of less importance to the golfer.
The most important fundamental

of putting is perfect balance. In
fact, balance is most essential for

any shot in golf. Without it, you
can't expect to putt accurately. You
are like an automobile on three
wheels if you feel the least bit awkward.
There are a few major points

which are essential to good putting.
The first thing to do is to line up

accuracy.

A short compact swing is needed
to insure accuracy. It stands to rea-

son that overswinging can do nothing except decrease accuracy and
make control impossible. It is only
in this manner that you can obtain
the necessary “feel” that is needed

to control the length of your chip
shot.
The seven, eight, and nine irons

are used from fifty to one hundred
yards out in pitching the ball high
up onto the green.

It is necessary

accomplished by playing the ball

or overputt on the green? Find out
where you need the practice most

tice long hours on wood shots,

has to take after landing, and play
the shot with a greater degree of

farther back toward the right foot,
closing the clubhead, and keeping
the wrists in front of the clubhead
at all times. Then you must hit
down on the ball before taking turf.

did you go three over par on the

Since putting is half of the game,
the logical place to begin practice
is on the green. Many golfers neglect this part of the game and prac-

and rely on back-spin. That way
you can figure out the roll the ball

that you strive for enough backspin
to stop your ball dead. This is

thirteenth? Did you foul up on the
fairway, misjudge a chipping shot,

and concentrate on that phase of
your game.

hole. You have more of a chance
if you use the less lofted irons than
if you use the higher lofted irons

Now you are ready to address
the ball and all that remains to be
done is to execute the putt. As I
have stated before, you must assume a relaxed position. Head and
eyes must be directly over the ball
and your arms held close to the

Good and accurate iron shots are
needed to land the ball on or near
the green. Always try to place the
ball on the safe side of the green,
where you'll have an easy chip up.
Short irons require fifty percent

body. The back of the left hand
points directly to the hole and the

Never try to get more out of the
irons than they can deliver. In

face of the club is square to the
path of the ball. Play the ball di-

rectly on a line from the mid-point
between your feet. The backstroke
is a result of a combined hand and
wrist movement.
The forward

stroke should be just as smooth and
deliberate as the backstroke. Try
for the high side of the cup — “the
pro side of the hole.” Unless the
ball has too much speed, it will

usually curl into the cup if even
right on the upside lip of the cup.

accuracy and fifty percent distance.
doing this you may sacrificealittle
distance, but your accuracy will
more than make up for it.

Long iron shots require twentyfive percent accuracy and seventy-

five percent distance. Play your
long irons with the idea of staying

out of trouble and trying only for
the green secondarily. A good iron
shot requires a firm stroke and a
more upright swing. One important

thing to remember is that the

and the green. There are many

Related very closely to the art
of putting is the art of chipping

weight is shifted very rapidly from
the right hip to the left. If this
isn’t done, you can’t hit down on

variations in the kind of grass used

well. The more accurate your chips

the ball and impart backspin and

the putt. This calls for examining

carefully the condition of the grass
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control. The one and two irons are

U. D. Revisited

perhaps the most difficult in the
bag to master. Their use is recommended only for more advanced

players, as it is only through practice that the necessary contact can

By Suzanne Connolly

be made with the ball to give it
the natural loft that the club can

impart.

@ I went back to visit my Alma

A straight, long wood shot is very
satisfying and takes the pressure off
your game. Wood shots are very

important as confidence builders. A

bad wood shot tends to make a
golfer tense and more likely to
hurry the rest of his shots in an
effort to make up the loss of yardage.
The most important thing to remember is that the swing is more
flat than upright. The clubhead is
taken back in a low arc close to
the ground for about two feet before any conscious lifting of the
clubhead begins.
Don’t try to slam the ball. Conscious effort to use strength leads
only to wildness and loss of dis-

tance. Try for a smooth and rhyth-

Mater yesterday for the first time

in twenty years. I had not set foot
on those grounds since 1953 when
as a student I wandered over them
sO many times.

You cannot imagine the feelings

I walked up the path past the field

which came over me as I approach-

house. I went in, unable to resist
visiting that “house of heartbeats.”
When I went to U. D. that building
was brand new and we had the
best teams in the country. Carved

ed the familiar buildings. The library is a little larger now; the
bricks are several shades darker

than I remembered them, but on
the whole it has not changed much.
Inside I heard the same sounds
and saw the same sights which I
had heard and seen in the days
when I was a part of those surroundings. The difference was in
my feelings. My thoughts as I
stood there yesterday, were quite
different from the long thoughts
of youth.

style and build. If your swing is

we= suffered

mark of years on it. As I stood

The club head angle is another important detail. Generally, as the
height of a person increases, the
club head angle should be less.

alone there, the silence seemed to
be an entity. I could picture the
thousands of people who once sat
in those seats; I could hear their
yells and cheers, and the shouts of

Care should be taken in selecting

clubs of proper length and weight
—a faster swing requiring a lighter
club and vice versa. The grip
should be rough enough to prevent
the club from slipping in your
hands.

the boys selling ice cream and popcorn. There is nothing so empty as

a place where people have been. I
suddenly felt very lonely.
I left and walked up toward the

Wear clothing that is loose and

I

stood by the table in the

shoes, preferably golf shoes, are es-

periodical room where I used to

sential for firm footing. A sun visor

lay down a few principles which I
have found most helpful. Above all

study, very often unwillingly,
watching the clock, wishing the
time would pass. Even then the
room had the clean, fresh smell of
sunshine streaming through the
windows. The peculiar odor of var-

be calm; leave your bad shots at

nish mingled with the dull, musty

the last hole and concentrate on

smell of books and the occasional

the next.

whiffs of perfume.

March, 1953

overtimes

through, and how every spectator
walked away feeling just as wom-

The field house is no longer
“brand new.” It has the indelible

than if you have an easier swing.

strain, and consequently losing the

to myself when I thought of the
double

slept” basketball, and I can remember wondering what life would be
like if there were no such sport.

fast, the shaft should be more rigid

ball in flight. I have attempted to

play of sportsmanship and every
brick is a monument to the thrilling moments which characterized
“thrombosis fieldhouse.” I smiled

players. In those days we “ate and

thing, is to buy clubs that suit your

is often helpful to prevent eye-

on every board of that court is a

memory of some unforgettable dis-

out as the battle-weary basketball

The last, but not least important

Comfortable heavy

I left the library yesterday, feeling more nostalgic than ever, and

mical swing. Watch the pros;
their swing is almost mechanical.

comfortable.

all my might that I could again sit
at that desk and assimilate those
words of wisdom which my young,
restless mind had rebelled against.

I wished with

chapel. These are the old buildings. St. Joe’s Hall, (I thought it
was going to collapse in 1953. What
must it be like now, in 1973? I

hear the steps have been repaired. ), St. Mary’s, the Arcade, Cham-

inade — those were my buildings.
It was through those halls that I
ran to my eight o'clock classes, the

voices of the profs floated out
through the transoms, the smell of
(Turn to Page 22)
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The Resurgence of Germany After World War Il
By Albin Gladen
@ The end of the war (May 8,
1945) found Germany’s economy
destroyed, its agricultural production greatly reduced, its cities in
ruins, and its transportation facilities in a state of complete collapse.
The territory annexed immediately
preceding and during the war had
to be disgorged, and the remaining
area of the country, as of December 31, 1937, was to be divided into
four zones of occupation, three of
which built the so-called Western
Germany. The economic ruin went
hand in hand with the political
ruin, and both were soon followed

by the social ruin.

If you would have had the opportunity to travel around in Western Germany in 1945, and could
come back in 1953, you would be
greatly surprised to see what has
taken place duimg these eight

years. And you would ask, “How
was such a development possible?”

Immediately after the war, the
German people took up the hard
work of rebuilding their main basis
of life. When the fighting had
hardly ceased and abandoned ar-

mour still blocked the way, the German farmers were already plowing
their fields to produce the most
needed food.

These measures, persisting until
the inauguration of the Marshall

1950, pgs. 177-178.) George C. Marshall’s words meant a new directive

Plan, were characterized by dis-

to the American policy in Europe.

mantling, destruction of cartels,
seizure of patents, sequestering of

The creation of an Economic Cooperation Administration was the
first step to fulfil Marshall’s offer.
On April 6, 1948, Paul G. Hoffman,
a leading industrialist, was appointed administrator, and on May 11,
1948, Avarell W. Harrimann became ambassador to head the

German property abroad, compulsory export of important raw ma-

terials at fixed and unfavorable
prices, limitations on production in

others — such as shipbuilding, hydrogenation, and synthetic rubber
plants — prohibition of overseas

E.C.A.

(European Co-operation

shipping and of whale fishing, and ~ Administration) missions in Europe
levying of reparations in capital
goods and from current production.
These measures reduced bya fifth

what was left of West Germany’s

with headquarters in Paris. The
convention for European Co-operation, signed April 16, 1948, created
the Organization of European Eco-

industrial potential in 1945.

nomic Co-operation (O. E. E. C.)

Reasonable allied commanders
and officials in Germany were
among the first to send out warnings that such a policy would increase the chaotic conditions and
thereby even endanger their own
security.
American __ politicians
thought about new directions for
their policy in Western Germany
and Western Europe to give its
people new hope in rebuilding and
to eradicate the social, political,
and economic conditions on which
Communism could thrive.

and pledged the signatory nations

to co-operate in a number of fields
of economic activity. For Western
Germany the participation in the
Marshall Plan did not only mean to
receive the possibility of economic

revival but as well the possibility
to build up a new social and political life in its country.
So the
policy of the allies was changed
in 1948.
By its inclusion in the reconstruction program, financed by the Marshall aid, Western Germany was

able to undertake its Currency Re-

pressed by the occupying armies.

In an address made at the commencement exercises of Harvard
University on June 5, 1947, Secretary of State George C. Marshall
called on the European nations,
whose economics had been shattered by the effects of World War II,
to unite in planning their economic,
social, and political rehabilitation.
In his speech, George C. Marshall
said, “It is logical that the U.S. A.
should do whatever it is able to
do to assist in the return of normal
economic health in the world, without which there can be no political
stability and no assured peace. Our

The first few years of occupation

policy is directed not against any

were marked by numerous political

country or doctrine but against

and economic measures traceable

hunger, poverty, desperation and

to the atmosphere of the war and

chaos. (The Economics of Free-

and raw materials be satisfied. The

the world’s distrust of the Nazi era.

dom, Howard S. Ellis, New York,

(Turn to Page 22)

In towns and villages wives and
mothers, whose husbands were still
missing, worked hand in hand with
men to clear away debris. Strictly
speaking, the streets became quarries. Everyone pitched in; no one
shunned the work.

But in spite of the people’s hard
and restless working, the result
could not but be poor, for all signs

of new life were eagerly watched,
controlled, and often severely sup-

Page 10

form in June, 1948. Faith in German currency was restored at a
time characterized by lack of faith

in everything else. The Currency
Reform, which devaluated the
Reichsmark 10:1, brought with it
at the same time many hardships
which were not equally shared by

all classes of the population. But

within a few weeks the new stable

currency had proved to be such a
good medium of exchange that the
German Cabinet was able to aban-

don gradually the economic con-

trols applied during the war years.

Only with the help of the Marshall Plan could the tremendous
need for foreign consumer goods
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The New Labor Secretary
By Martin Murphy
@ Martin Patrick Durkin, Secretary of Labor, is the only Catholic
in the present cabinet. He is the
fourteenth Catholic ever to serve
in the cabinet.
He was born in Chicago in 1894,
the oldest of eight children. Papa

Durkin came out to this country

from County Sligo and Mamma

Durkin came from county Rosecommon. Young Martin attended
Visitation school till he was four-

teen and then he got a job. Even

before finishing school he worked
during the summer and earned four
dollars for a fifty-four-hour week.

many reforms. The State Employ-

ment was put on a civil service

footing, training programs for state

workers were begun, and factory
inspection service was improved.

Likewise safety and working conditions in factories were inspected
for improvement and a mediation
service was set up that did much
to settle labor disputes more amicably.
When his work with the state
department was finished Durkin
was elected to the position of secretary-treasurer of the International
Plumbers’ and Pipefitters’ union. In

At seventeen he began as a
steamfitter’s helper and after an

apprenticeship of six years obtain-

ed his union card as a steamfitter.
He decided to do this kind of work
because he liked work outdoors

whose parents were also born in
Ireland. Four years ago when Durkin was delegate to the ILO conference in Geneva he and his wife

Illustration by Ned Ostendorf

ocratic Governer Henry Horner to

1943 he went right up to the top
of this union as its president, the
position he held till he was called
to his cabinet post. In his union
and among the big men of the AFL
he won the reputation for diplomacy, leadership and labor statesmanship. The union had one hundred thousand members when he

state of Illinois. He kept this job

membership of two hundred and

reaching

agreements

that

were

more or less satisfactory to both

sides. He was chosen by the Dem-

head the labor department of the
for eight years and during his

administration he brought about
March, 1953

allotted certain work to the plumbers and certain work to the steam-

fitters. Today because of the change
either plumbers or steamfitters may

work on any job as long as the

employer is satisfied that the men
are qualified to do the work. A
Joint Labor Relations council was
adopted two years ago to arbitrate
labor disputes within the industry
anywhere in the nation. This council helps to settle by arbitration
wage and overtime problems. There
is nothing compulsory about the
council for it will not begin to

As head of the union he was a
tireless worker, never nervous but
willing to do daily a vast amount

visited her uncle, Anthony Mc-

incorruptible leadership while he

ers. An old practice in his union

Visiting his seven hundred and
forty union locals and attending
meetings took Durkin away from
his Washington home rather often.
He generally travelled by plane.

About this time he married Miss
Anna MeNicholas, a Chicago girl

was business agent on Local 597.
The members had confidence in
him and he had the rare quality of

was costly to laborers and employ-

to refer their dispute to the council
and abide by its decision. Peaceful
settlements have been encouraged
and while the council isdiscussing
the problem work goes on awaiting
the decision, and thus time is saved
for both labor andcapital.

than at some other jobs. He enlisted in the army for the First World
War. A few years after his return
from France he became_ business
agent for the steamfitters’ big Local
597. He was then twenty-seven
years old.

Durkin earneda reputation for

the goal of harmony between labor
and management. He labored to
lessen friction in the unions and
between the unions, friction that

operate until both sides have agreed

and he could earn more money

Nicholas, ninety-eight years old and
living at Balla, County Mayo.

worked quietly yet firmly towards

took over in 1943; today it has a
twenty-five thousand members.
As

president of the union he

of work. He was precise about
keeping appointments and he desired others to be prompt in their
appointments with him. In his
office on the fifth floor of the Ring
building in Washington he settled
much union business before taking
over his job in the cabinet.
As Secretary of Labor Durkin will
administer laws that set labor and
wage standards on government
contract work. Bureaus in his de-

partment include Labor Standards,
Apprenticeship, Women’s bureau,
(Turn to Page 21)
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We Can Do Nothing Now But Wait
Because there is no safety in the sun
We cling together in the shadows
Of the moon.
The moon tonight,
Shaved thin, hangs lightly fastened
From the sky; hung by a thread.
We must wait as all
Things wait. The moon must wait
Its growth.
We must wait tomorrow
As the tiny moon waits for its
Sections, hanging by a thread.
And I thought:
We have no more
Than threads between us.
“What holds the moon?” you asked.
Can I explain?
—Kenneth J. Thompson.

nF
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De Toute Eternite
How arrogant and proud he stands
Before the verge of foreign shores
Who from these many soils doth draw
The harvest Thought! That verdant field
When plow’d o’erturns the warrior Truth
Who lightly now, but firm, will clasp fair Beauty’s hand.
For as Aeolus proves his will
Wherein wild Boreas’ labor’d
Sighs vaunt afar; thus doth he who,
With songs of lyric strain, make known
His soul, through Fancy’s rich domain.
Eternal plume! No truer shaft than thou when dipp’d
in Dew.
Diverse by nature is his mien
Of burning eyes and pensive brow,
In whom Imagination reigns
Along with cavalier and sage;
Apollo’s child of aspect fair.
Wherein lies more glory than a Romantic’s eye!
The boundless reaches of all time
Are paved by history’s chronicle
Where things forlorn and hope inscribe
A vari-colored cobblestone.
But from the dusky ages came
That Sylvan Herald of reflection which, all these, survive.
—Elizabeth McAdam.
s

&

&

To M.L. S.
Do they follow you forever?
Those myriad fluid statues
You create upon the stage,

Edited by TOM ESHELMAN

Villanelle
All time and space kept whirling by,
But we really must not stay.
The worms feed, and the lions sigh.
Now no hurt looks, and please don’t cry;
Just forget; there, now aren’t we gay?
All time and space kept whirling by.
Everyone will know we try,
And just what harm can come of play?
The worms feed, and the lions sigh.
Over too soon, and then goodby.
Sage that saying of here today.
All time and space kept whirling by.

Which flee as you leap and glide
Filling some of space with yourself?
Each one passing into a new form,
Evanescent as mirth,
Ephemeral as mirrored thought.
Does it tempt you to imagine them
Your own? Do you not tremble,
Weightless sprite, to know
You dare to imitate another
Danseuse noble, the earth,
That whirls in endless fouettes
To God’s own rhythm
Ringing in creation’s forge.
Then tell me, why do you dance?
There is nothing there but motion;
Gentle sometimes,
And sometimes frenzied
Like the joyous pirouette of belle Aurore,
Who, poisoned pin in hand, danced unaware;
Or did she dream then of the princely partner
Whom only long sleep would bring?
—Tom Eshelman.

Worriers may rot where they lie.
Quite a deserving toast one says.

The worms feed, and the lions sigh.
And in the end, of course, we die.
Oh no! Oh God! my bones decay?
All time and space kept whirling by.
The worms feed and the lions sigh.

—J. J. Gleason.
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Essay Prize Winners
THE LITTLEST ANGEL
@ When Christ was born in the
outskirts of Bethlehem, a star shone
majestically announcing the birth
of the Son of God. This star, as the
story goes was presented asa gift
by Heaven’s Littlest Angel. Ever
since the first Christmas it is seen
before the morning light of every
new day. This star is the property
of the Littlest Angel, a noble Seraphim by birth and the most beloved Angel under the Queen’s
care. The following story is about
this lovable creature:
There was good old Pete, still
guarding the Gate as faithfully as
ever, when along came a robust
little angel, skipping merrily along.
“Are you Saint Peter?” queried
the Littlest Angel anxiously.

“Why, yes my lad,” replied con-

THE ANNUNCIATION
© The soft breeze toyed gently

“She sure is beautiful,” exclaimed the child.

“Yes, my lad, and upon her
shoulders lies the hope of the whole
world. She is sweetness undefined;

purity unsurpassed.
daughter of

She is the

the divine

Father,

mother of the divine Son and bride

of the Holy Spirit.”

“And she’s my Queen besides?”
“She is possessive of many privil-

eges. Perpetual Virginity, Immaculate Conception and Mediatrix of
all graces, are some of her exclusive
privileges. No other creature is
more deserving of these gifts than

your Queen.

“You know how happily the
angels rejoiced when Mary gave
her fiat. Well, that was when the
Son of God became man. From that

time on she was the tabernacle of

genial Pete in a deep voice, “anything I can do for you?”

God.

“Could you tell me where I can
find the Lady? I stubbed my knee
and got a great big strawberry on

lations. One of the greatest being
the Losing of Christ in the
Temple. Her heart was pierced

it.”

Before the Littlest Angel knew it

he was on the lap of the Queen of
Angels, who then mended the
wound. Having been relieved of
the pain the Littlest Angel said,
“Thank you, milady.” Before he

had a chance to hobble away, the
Lady gently placed a kiss on the
already blushing forehead.
The Littlest Angel stopped at the
gate and said, “St. Peter, would you
please tell me about the Lady.”
Then Peter took the Littlest
Angel and put him squarely upon
his lap and said: “Well, it all happened like this. After Adam and
Eve had sinned, God in all his
mercy and kindness said, ‘I will put

enmities between thee (the serpent) and the woman, and thy
seed and her seed: she shall crush

thy head, and thou shalt lie in wait
for her heel.’ This promised woman
is your queen now.”

March, 1953

with the tresses of gleaming, black
hair that escaped the girl's headdress as she returned home, a
pitcher of water balanced delicately but safely on her head. Entering a little house she dexterously
let the pitcher fall into her arms
and poured some of its contents
into an earthen bowl. The few
utensils she used for eating being
cleaned and put away and the
room tidied up, she retired to a
small chamber furished with a
bed, a cabinet and a stool. From
the cabinet she produced a round
basket. Sitting on the stool with

the basket in her lap, she took from

it some cloth, a needle and thread.
Industriously she busied herself
with her work, the needle, directed
by her expert fingers, gliding easily
through the material leading the
thread into the desired pattern.
As she works the girl begins to

pray, talking in the silent tongue of
thought to the all-good God. She
repeats to Him the promises He has
made to her race, promises of a

Redeemer. She professes her faith

“She bore many trials and tribu-

many times by seeing her Son suf-

fer untold agonies.” Just then a tear
trickled down the Littlest Angel’s
cheek when Peter continued, describing vividly how she watched,
with outstretched arms, her Son
passing by carrying His cross.
“Now, now, Littlest Angel,
there’s nothing to worry about. It’s
all over now. She was well unto
her age when she joined us but did
not receive wrinkles or any old age
defects. Well, there she is now and
forever. Tell her you love her
often and don't forget to shower

her feet with roses by saying the
Rosary often. You better run along
now. It’s getting late.”

The Littlest Angel jumped from

Pete's lap and peering through the
window waved his little hand to

the Blessed Virgin Mary as a gesture of goodbye and disappeared
in the clouds.
Denis Fu.

in them and trustingly reveals her
desire for His advent.
Gradually, the veil of recollection separates her from the world.
The noise of the procession of

flocks and people in the streets

grows indistinct and then inaudible.
Gossiping neighbors no longer disturb her little realm with their high
pitched voices. She is alone, iso-

lated, the only being in a land of
millions.
But her peace is not inviolable,
and her converse with God is
sweetly interrupted by a voice coming, as the vibrant tinkle of a delicate bell, through the air and dropping softly onto her ears. “Hail,
full of grace,” it says. “The Lord
is with thee.” Looking up she be-

holds a young man in an attitude
of respect standing before her. He
it is who speaks to her. “Blessed
art thou among women.”

An apprehension of something
extraordinary comes over her. She

does not become confused in her
thoughts, always talking simply to
God, and aware that this man is
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from Him. Why should he come
to her?
He reassures her and tells her
that she will bear a son, Jesus, Son
of the Most High and that her Son
will reign forever on the throne
of David.
She realizes instantly the reason
of this visit. The Redeemer! He
is to come! And through her! But
how will God effect this in her
since she has vowed her virginity
to Him? What is His plan? She
puts her question to the young
man.
He explains to her the power of
the Holy Ghost that will work in
her chaste womb; and he gives her
a sign of her aged and heretofore
barren relative now six months
with child. Then he waits for an

answer.

The Father

anxiously

moves onto the edge of His throne;
the Son and Holy Ghost bend down
peering intently at the little cottage. Seraphim, cherubim and all
the angelic hosts wait in a breathless hush. Satan himself with his
evil designs hovers near, restrained,
frustrated by the omnipotent hand
of the Father. Time stands still as

past, present and future gather

about.
Softly comes the answer. God,
angels, time strain forward to hear
it. “Be it done unto me according
to thy word.”
The Father sits back and beams

on the celestial choirs as they break
into exultant allelujas. The Son and
the Holy Ghost congratulate each
other on their work of the Incarnation. Time resumes its march
with a rejuvenated tread. And the
girl continues her sewing, talking

peacefully to the new Life within
her while Satan rages beneath her
small, all pure, all powerful foot.

*

—Thomas Spring.
9
*

Prize Winners in the Mariology Club
Essay Contest

aes
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THE MARIAN CONGRESS
By Harold J. Heindel, Jr.
@ With great eagerness and anticipation the members of the U. D.

Mariology Club, are looking forward to Saturday, March 21, 1953.
Why? Because that is the day
when the Mariology Club will conduct the activities of the Fourth
Annual Marian Congress, here on
the campus.
Students from Ohio and Kentucky colleges and _ universities
will flock to Dayton to attend the
Congress, which has as its theme
Devotion To Mary. This will be
the first time that the University
of Dayton has held such a Congress
on its home ground. And what better place to hold such an affair, for
located on its campus is a center

of Marian activity — The Marian
Library.
Proceedings start with registration of all attending; then Mass in
the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception.

The noted speaker, Father Lees,
a Marianist priest, will give the
opening address on Devotion to
Mary.
Next comes the real “meat” of
the Congress — the panel discussions, conducted by four Catholic
colleges of the Ohio-Kentucky Region of the NFCCS. This year four
interesting topics on Mary have
been chosen because of their im-

portance in our troubled world of
today.
Total Consecration To
Mary; The Rosary—A Popular Devotion; False Attitudes in Devotion

To Mary; and The National Marian
Shrines of North America.
At noon a luncheon will be held
in the cafeteria; then the visiting
delegates will have an opportunity
to see some of the interesting sites

on our campus. (Believe me there
are some.) At 2:00 P. M. back again
to the Library for the remaining
two panels.

The day's activities will close
with Rosary and Benediction in the
Chapel.
Father Lawrence
Monheim,
S.M., the director of the Marian
Library and Honorary Chairman
of the Congress hopes that YOU
of the student body will take part

in this Congress by attending some
or all of the panel discussions. We
can assure you of a most enjoyable and informative afternoon.

Why not come and see for yourselves?

UNIVERSITY CHORAL
GROUPS TO PRESENT
PROGRAM
e@ A program of choral music
will be presented on Sunday Evening, March 29, at Chaminade
High School Auditorium. Three
groups will be present to provide
variety and zest for the program.
The Mixed Chorus will feature a
composition by Normand Lockwood entitled “Four Songs.” Mr.
Lockwood is an Ohio composer
and it is fitting in recognition of
the State’s 150th Birthday that his
music be heard on this program.
The chorus will also present a collection of Romberg songs.
The Men’s Glee Club will present “The Testament of Freedom”
by Randall Thompson. This work
is based on four passages from the

writings of Thomas Jefferson. To
our knowledge this will be the first
performance of this work in Dayton.

The program will come to a close

with the presentation of “The Lowland Sea.” A contemporary opera
written by Alec Wilder and Armold
Sundgaard, it is a story of the sea
and contains romance, humor, and
many melodies you will long remember.
The program will start at 8:15
p- m. Instead of an admission

Brother Stanley G. Mathews,

charge an offering will be taken.

S.M., will—at the closing of the
Congress—inform the delegates of

Free tickets are available at the

another form of devotion to Mary,

Information Desk, Music Department Office, and from members of

The Marian Library.

the Chorus and Glee Club.
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The Educator's Neck
Education Students are invited to contribute to “The Nook’

THE PURPOSE OF THE F.T.A.
@ Do you see those students
over there? Those two education
students? One of them, Tom, seems
to be deep in discussion with Jim,
the other one. Let’s join them —
perhaps what they are saying might
be of interest to us.

“I've been in education two years
now, Tom is saying, “and today I

noticed a sign saying ‘F.T.A. meet-

“How do you elect your officers,
Jim?”

“We use the same method everyone uses — voting. The president is
picked from the junior class and the
other officers from the other classes.

They serve from the time of their
election to the next election, which
is two semesters, or one year.”

“Well, Jim, how do you get any
place without guidance and interest

Now that you know all about the
F.T.A. why don’t you come along
to the meetings, too?
—Patricia Donist.

(Editor's Note—On March 3, 1953
the organization mentioned above
received its formal designation as
the Fulton J. Sheen Chapter of the

Future Teachers of America.
)

from anyone else besides your-

GOOD NEWS

secret society around here? How

selves!”

about straightening me out, Jim?
Youre a senior you should know

“An easy one, Tom! A special
committee elects the faculty adviser for one year. He may succeed

It has recently come to our attention that all Dayton Public
School teachers who hold a bachelor’s degree have been granted a
$200.00 a year pay increment, effective February 9, 1953. This raise
increases the starting salary in Dayton Public Schools from $3,000 to
$3,200 per the nine-month school

ing. What is that, some sort of

just about everything now.”

Jim laughed. “T can tell you about
the F.T.A., Tom, if that’s what you

mean.

“The F.T.A. stands for Future
Teachers of America. However, the

U. D. Education Club is the parent
organization. Does that help you,

Tom?”
“Sure, Jim, but what does the
F.T.A. do? What are its purposes?”
“I'm glad you asked me that!
According to the Constitution, the
F.T.A. promotes ‘. . . moral, ethical,
and professional teacher growth by
providing projects and a setting in

which . . . (teachers) can gather
to work, study, and exchange ideas,
and investigate problems in the
fields of elementary and/or second-

ary education. ”

“May anyone belong?”
“Anyone in education, Tom.

That is, anyone who expresses a
wish and demonstrates his willingness to become a member. This is
gauged by his attendance at meet-

ings and payment of dues. There
is honorary membership, also,
which is determined by the membership committee.”
March, 1953

himself upon his approval by the
members.”

“You mentioned projects when
you told me what the F.T.A. does.
What are some of the projects?”
“Some of our members belong to
the Volunteer Service Bureau and

work with or without pay, depend-

ing on what they do. They take
charge of classes, for the most part,
and are in charge of playgrounds
during the summer. Some members
write articles on education for the

Exponent or U.D. News. Others

help in activities and needs as they
arise.

Needless to say, they are

given merit points for the work

they do, and they are awarded degrees according to their points.”

“Jim, thanks very much for your

cooperation. If all your members

are as much on their toes about the
club as you are, it must be a wellorganized group. Id like to become a member, or at least come
to the meetings.”

“Just watch the bulletin board
across from the education office.
Notices are posted there about the
meetings. See you there!”

Aren’t you glad you came along?

year for bachelors, with the maximum salary after fourteen years
now set at $5,200 per year. The
masters’ salary range will henceforth be from $3,400 to $5,400.

Certainly this is a welcomed step
forward by the Dayton Board of
Education. It would seem that tax
money thus spent avails the health
and strength of the nation much
more than that which is being
spent, sometimes unscruplously, for
weapons of destruction and war.
&

*%

®

JUST A WORD
We are sorry that this observation

has to be made, but we deem it
necessary for the longevity and success of this department of the Exponent. The response to our request for material is almost nil—a

sorry commentary on the responsiveness and cooperativeness of tomorrow’ teachers. Not only are

your articles welcomed and requested; but they are also reward(Turn to Page 22)
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Editorial Comment....
SAINT PATRICK
@ During this month of March the annual Saint
Patrick’s Day celebrations will be held with all their

usual color and festivity. Let us briefly retrace the
life and works of this holy man, the patron saint of
Ireland.
Patrick was born about 389 in Britain, but the
exact location is not certain. Little is known of his
childhood years in Britain until he was sixteen. At

about this age he was captured during one of the
periodic raids of Irish chieftains on Britain. He was
taken back to Ireland and here one of the chieftains
bought him for his slave. It was also in Ireland that
his piety and love of God increased. He tells us in
his Confessions, “I . . . rose up before day to pray, in
snow, in frost, in rain, and felt no injury.”

After spending six years in captivity he escaped

in a remarkable manner. He heard a voice telling
him how he could make an escape. He followed the

directions of the voice and got back to Britain. By
this time, however, Patrick had resolved to devote his
life to God, and so he retired to a monastary at Tours,
France. From here he went to the monastary on the
island of Lerins in the Mediterrean to continue his

was of a milder type than the type practised by the
Celtic nations of Europe in that the Irish Druids
offered no sacrifices to their idol as was done in Gaul.
Saint Patrick is credited with many miracles, but
to separate the facts from the legends would be a
life-long study in itself. His greatest work is easily
discernible, though, and that is the fact that still does
honor to God and to his apostle Patrick: the religious
character of the Irish people. Saint Patrick implanted
the Faith in their hearts so profoundly that after fif-

teen centuries, during many of which they were
cruelly persecuted for their religion, it is still their
distinctive racial characteristic.
Patrick died at Saul, the first place in all Ireland

at which he preached, on March 17, 461 at seventytwo years of age. The years he had spent as a missionary in Ireland were years of toils and dangers
and sufferings, but blessed with the faith that he saw

spring up on all sides of him. A fierce, warlike, infidel

people meekly bowed to the words of one man and
quietly gave up their idols and ceremonies. Such a
wholesale conversion, in such a short time, is unparalleled and truly remarkable.

studies in preparation for his vocation.
The year 431 found him in Rome for a conference
with Celestine I regarding a mission to Ireland, on
which Palladius had left a few months earlier. The
Pope commissioned him to act as an assistant to Palladius. This was probably done because Patrick had
learned much of Ireland and its people during his time
of enslavement there, and also because of his expressed wish to join the mission. He was also consecrated
a Bishop while in Rome.
The first mission to the Irish nation looked as if
it would be very short-lived, because of the death of
Palladius and the very hostile nature of the people.
Patrick, however, took the work of converting Ireland
to himself, and for the next thirty years he carried on.

The only interruption during this thirty-year period
was a trip which Patrick made to Rome to discuss the
progress of the mission with the Pope.

The religion of pagan Ireland at the time of his

READING: A DEEPENING OF SENSITIVITY
@ If, while discussing a book, one were to ask a

person why he read the book, the answers would, or
at least could, be very numerous. Perhaps the reader
would answer that he liked the author’s style, or that
he had heard about the book and decided to read it
for himself, or perhaps he would answer with the
stock-in-trade saying that he “just felt like reading a

book.” These are, of course, not the only possible
replies to a question of this sort, but only a few to
show the wide range of possible answers.
If, however, the question was changed to what
did you get out of that book? — or something of that
general nature — the answer would, at once take on
a more definite, and at the same time, a more nebulous
and personalized aspect. In this sort of question the
subject matter must immediately enter into the scope
of the answer. Should the book under discussion be

second coming was one of poetry and romance. It

a history book, let us say, the answer, broad though

did, however, approach Christian concepts in the be-

it may be, could also be of a definite nature. Since,

lief of the immortality of the soul. The religion of

however, this is a purely hypothetical conversation let

the legendary Druids, who had prophesied Patrick’s

us take the liberty of limiting the discussion under

coming and his subsequent conversion of the country,

question toa novel.
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A novel can hardly be said to embrace a definite
field of subject matter. It is therefore, much more diffi-

cult to say just exactly what the fruits of reading a
novel are, even a great novel. It would seem, then,
that the most important question of our discussion is
one that remains unasked. This is the question: Is it
absolutely necessary “to get something definite out of
a book” to make that certain book worthwhile?
In a great novel such as Crime and Punishment

by Fyodor Dostoievsky, is it absolutely necessary to
be able to point out that the main burden of that book
is that a criminal demands, consciously or otherwise,
punishment?
This idea of a criminal wanting punishment for
a crime is much more definitely stated in sociological
or psychological reviews. Why plod through the trials
and tribulations of Raskolnikov to parrot this to the
listeners? “The Reader’s Digest” and other book
digests are the reading material that this kind of
reader should be wooing.
One who falls into the error of reading a book

in the hope of reducing the whole book to an easilymemorized formula that “sums up” the book is very

apt to miss the magnificence and scope of a great book.
This is not to say that authors do not have dominant
themes about which they build their plots and characterizations, but themes are not books.
The intangible qualities of the great works of

literature would lose all their beauty if they lost their
mystery and could be reduced to a succint summary
sentence. The poignant passages that bring the writer,

the character, and the reader into a timeless union;
the themes that shape destinies; in short all thethings
that deepen the reader’s sensitivity are the greatest
outcomes of reading.

self and a whole nation, in so short a span of time,

to an unprecedented height of power without having
great natural talents. But, once again, it is the old
and tragically horrible story of great talents following
the wrong path, and the misuse of tremendous power.
At the best the people of the United States, and
for that matter, the free world have but a spotty

knowledge of Stalin’s life. If we are to judge the
whole of its scope by the parts well known to us it is
perhaps just as well that we are not fully familiar with
the complete, unadulterated list of atrocities that mark
Stalin’s life. The heinous crimes of betrayals, tortures,

intrigues, murders, and monstrous treacheries that are
known to the free world are enough to remain a

grim reminder of this misspent life for many years to

come.

And what now of Stalin? His funeral was agreat

affair: flags were lowered; dirges sounded by the bells

of the Kremlin; a seven hundred and fifty piece band
played a somber funeral march; his body was laid
to rest beside the other revolutionary, Lenin; Five
Year Plans were halted for five minutes, and the new
Premier of the Soviet Union, Georgi M. Malenkov,
delivered the eulogy — but Stalin is dead, and his

judgment is passed.
The Stalin myth is shattered, but the new leader,

Malenkov, who is comparatively unknown to the
western world, has promised, over the bier of one of
the world’s greatest murderers, that it is the “sacred

duty” (rather odd terminology for a Communist leader,) to continue “Stalin’s peace policy.” In the light
of past “peace policies” instigated by the Soviets, this
is hardly a bright prospect for the future. Another

foreboding omen is that Malenkov has known nothing
but Communism for practically all of his life.
As a prime example of the continued determination on the part of the Communists to gain world

THE DEATH OF STALIN
@ An era has ended with the death of Joseph
Stalin. The most powerful dictator of modern times,
and perhaps the most powerful in the history of civil-

ization has come to the same earthly end to which
all men must eventually come — he is dead.
Rising from the ranks of a revolutionary crowd to
the lower brackets of the Communist party, Stalin
suddenly rose with staggering rapidity to the position
of the head of the Soviet Union. In this position he

held control over the lives of millions of people and
has changed the course of world events. Under his

lead the Communist party gained a foothold in many
countries, and the Soviet Union has been transformed

into a sprawling cancer, which is swiftly spreading
across the face of the earth. No one could bring himMarch, 1953

domination we have the new premier’s concluding

words of his eulogy:
“We have everything needed to build a
Communist society.
“No force exists in the world to arrest our
advance to Communism... .”
The Stalin era has passed and with its passing
President Eisenhower exhibited the qualities of leadership that distinguish this country from that of Russia

by saying that we should pray for the Russian people.
This is the greatest hope for the deliverance of not

only the Rsusian people, but also the enlightment of
the Communist leaders. Through prayer lies the hope

of a new era in which the fallacies that flourished
under Stalin’s guiding hand will be forever undone.
—JAMEs GLEASON.
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Eprrep By ANNE FLYNN

them content and to please them. Many times we

SAINT PATRICK’S DAY
@ March 17th rolls around and it’s St. Patrick’s
Day again! All the Irish (and everybody's Irish today) are in their glory. Have you ever noticed how
everyone wears a bit of Kelly green and greets his
friends with, “The top of the mornin’ to you on St.
Pat’s Day?” It warms your heart to see those of all
nationalities wearing a green carnation in their buttonholes and a feeling of oneness in their hearts,
because, for once, they have forgotten their petty
prejudices and are united in a common celebration.

St. Patrick, himself, is probably very glad and
proud to see the parades, celebrations, and general

good feeling brought about on the day we set aside
for his commemoration. Possibly, he’s sitting on a
lime-colored cloud listening to all the Irish tenors
vocalizing on “A Little Bit of Heaven,” while the

whiskey tenors are harmonizing to the tune of “Sweet
Rosie O'Grady.”
Yes, it’s Saint Patrick’s Day! Let’s be honorary

members of the Hibernian Society, wear our Kelly
green and drink a toast to St. Patrick and to all the
Irish. Erin Go Bragh!
—CERISsSE PAPE.

EDITOR’S NOTE
@ This month, our mailbox has been overflowing
with replies to the January article on “Men.” Below
are four typical responses, some of which are so
“Nice” they are unbelievable, to say the least. At
any rate, we thank you anonymous writers who were

so kind as to sit down and answer our plea.

take these timid, sweet-smelling creatures for granted
and figure that when we want them, there they will
be. Men, I ask you. Is this fair to them? Are we

giving them their just desserts? Or are we, by our
stingy, inconsiderate attitudes, frustrating their Godgiven love for us? Let us all make amends to these

poor helpless creatures and vow from now on to show

them that we do appreciate them and their willingness
But,
girls.
man

to put up with our imperfections and faults.
in closing, I wish to leave one thought to the
Old Maids are women who looked for the ideal
and found him looking for the ideal woman.

RETORT
@ Ordinarily,

I don’t say too much against

people. I’ve always thought it a bad policy. Nevertheless, the fact remains, that being only human,
there are certain articles I might read which tend to
make me wonder about the authors of said articles.

By this time, I imagine you know to what I am
referring. There seems to be certain girls who persist
in “raking men over the coals.” Perhaps they write
these articles because they think their “social prominence” will be increased. After reading such articles,
I'm entering the following opinion:
The U. D. girls, on the whole, are very friendly.

They have smiles ready for all occasions — and even
for incidents that take a pretty dynamic personality
to bring one forth. To be perfectly honest, I can't
find much at all wrong with the girls here. They walk,
talk, eat, and drink like any other girls, and it isn't

because they aren't good looking or haven't got good
personalities that U. D. fellows don’t date them. Every

WOMEN

guy has a certain type of girl in mind. It just takes
some a little longer to find that certain girl than

@ Women are the human beings that God gave

others, but should he not find her in his immediate

man to help him and to bring a little sweetness into

locale, can he be denied the privilege of looking elsewhere? Speaking for myself, I can say that there is

his dreary life. We men are a sad lot, ugly and
coarse, with manners like animals, but since women
were meant for men by the grace of God, to love us
and cherish us, we should do all in our power to keep
Page 18

nary a U. D. co-ed that I am not very glad to know,

and I think all will agree, that college life would be
pretty dull without them.

The Exponent

I hope this has convinced the “weaker” sex that
such derogatory articles as that appearing in the
January Exponent are unnecessary and to little avail,
for man’s innate admiration for you is only diminished
by them. Just be yourselves, and you'll find that
works much better.

beneath that thin veneer of powder and paint, sugar

and spice that is called WOMAN. For a brief instant,
he catches a breath-taking glimpse of a simple, serene,

completely unaffected creature. Such revelation completely astonishes him. “Why, she’s human after all,”
he mumbles incoherently. If the shock isn’t too great

and he recovers, his joy is short-lived, for the gal

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE FENCE
@ In answer to the scalding dissertation on “Men”
(Exponent, January, 1953), I might try to enlighten
some of the feminine readers who may have been
disillusioned. It was stated that there are three classes
of men. For the time being, let’s dwell on the
bachelor class, whose quest is to find the “girl of

his dreams” (or, at least, one who will live up to
his expectations
).

First, let us explore the different types of women
and the traits peculiar to each.
The “Giggler” is the biggest menace to the male
population. She can never be serious and will “teehee” her way around every part of the campus. This
type should be avoided.
Next, the “Gold-Digger.”

didn’t stay that way long. She was merely stringing
the poor guy along witha little encouragement. After
that brief glimpse, she goes right back to acting
“just like a woman.”
At least six thousand years have passed since
Eve was formed from one of Adam’s ribs. Down
through the ages, great civilizations have risen and
fallen, producing courageous warriors, learned philosophers, artists and statesmen. The very face of the
earth has been transformed by scientific achievements
conceived in the intellect of man. Yet, today, it is
doubtful whether man knows any more, if as much,
about women, than Adam knew about Eve.

So men, my advice is this. You know you can’t
understand women, so don’t try. Be a MAN about
the whole thing and keep them guessing!

Before you actually

even meet this type, she knows what kind of car

you have, what type of a “Party Boy” you are, etc. ...

THE ALL-OHIO CONFERENCE OF
WOMEN STUDENTS

and then plans her strategy on the attack of your
wallet. The fellow who ends up with one of these on
a date will know the bitter consequences.

@ On February 13th, Joan Moore and I had the
honor and pleasure of representing the University of

Then, there is the “grappler” (commonly known

Ohio Wesleyan University, where the Association of

Dayton and the Central Women’s Organization at

as the clinging-vine type). This type is not altogether

Women Students held its annual conference. Eighty-

hard to get along with, but a special word of counsel

four co-eds from eighteen different colleges in Ohio

to these women is in order. Please don’t fix our hair

were present, including girls from Ohio State, Oberlin,

or our ties in public. Also take it easy on our white

Dennison, Akron, Hiram, Cincinnati and Miami.

shirts.
By this time, dear reader, you might say to your-

self, “What DOES this guy want anyway?”

ment. Various Ohio Wesleyan students presided over

Here it is:

We just want you to be yourself. The ideal companion is the one who can converse intelligently, be
serious at the right time, and be merry when the
occasion calls for it. The whole secret of success is

to be a pal to the guy who needs one.
Oh, yes — And make yourself more available!
—J. A. O.

ASSORTED RECOLLECTIONS
ON WOMEN
© Once in a while (a great . . . Great While), in
this vale of tears, it is given to the eye of man to see
March, 1953

The topics discussed at the different meetings
all pertained to the role of women in our colleges,
especially in regard to their part in school governthe discusions, with the president of the International
Association of Women Students as guest speaker. The

entire afternoon session was devoted to project discussions, such as, “The Role of Women’s Government
in Attitudes and Morale,” which Joanie and I attended.
This and the other meetings were interesting and

profitable. Many of the ideas could be applied here
at U.D.
Excluding the business end of the conference,
we had a good time socially speaking, too. Besides

getting to know many new friends, we toured the
town of Delaware, went to a “Dorm” dance, had a
banquet in our honor, and, in general, enjoyed our

trip very much, and are grateful for the privilege
extended to us.

—ANNE FLYNN.
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THE HOT HOUSE
(Continued from Page 5)
“What's she look like?” Mary continued.

“But you haven't finished telling
us about Sue,” broke in Mary.
Uncle Bill perceived that the
women had been giving his nephew

a hard time.

“You've probably

“Tll bet she’s a good looking one
if you're stuck on her, Jim,” giggled
Aunt Rose in delight.

quizzed Jim since he walked in the
door, Mary.” He tilted his head
toward the door and winked at

Jim tried unsuccessfully to hide
his beaming smile at that one. “Yes,
she’s pretty nice.”

him out of whatever he was in.
“You can get the rest out of him
the next time he comes.”

“Blonde or brunette?” Aunt Rose
eagerly asked.

“A brunette.” . .. . (Why do people get such a kick out of putting
other people in a corner they can't
get out of?)
.
“When are youoe to give her
a diamond?” Now even Ann was
getting excited. “Or are you already ——?”

Ann was startled into silence by
a sudden stamping of feet in the
kitchen.
“You had better not bring all that
snow in here!” shouted Aunt Rose.
It was Uncle Bill.

aa

at last some re-

lief. ie
Jim ae jumped to his feet as
his uncle came into the room.

“This is a pleasant surprise! How
are you, Jim?”
“Fine, Uncle Bill, just fine,” Jim
said as he grasped the coarse, calloused hand of his favorite uncle.

“Before you go taking off your
coat and hat, there’s the grocery
list on the kitchen table,” commanded Aunt Rose.
“Now, Rose, I haven't seen Jim

here for almost three years. I'll
go downalittle later.”
“The store is only open until five
oclock and it is now four-thi
If you hadn't bowled so long, you d
have been here when Jim came.

( Here’sel chance to get
out of here. a
“Tl just go on ee
to the store

Jim to indicate that he would get

Seecanne
Uncle Bill, ys

count on

“But he’s going back to California tomorrow,” protested Mary.

“I really must go. Mother probably thinks I fell in as it is.”
“Oh heck!” pouted Mary.
“Now you write to us once in a
while, Jim,” instructed Aunt Rose.
“Yes, you still owe mealetter

from about four months ago,” reminded Ann as she once again

played the perfect hostess by helping him on with his coat.
“I will. That’s a promise,”

:

(Any thing to get out of that crossexamination.) .... “It has really

been nice seeing you again. I'm
pretty sure that I will come home
this summer during my vacation.
Maybe I'll have a surprise with me
then, Mary.”
Mary's face lit up, and she was

just ready to start quizzing Jim
again when Uncle Bill saved the
day by practically shouting, “If you
want anything to eat next week,
you had better let Jim go.”

Jim was only too eager to scurry
out the door which was opened for
him by his uncle.

“Goodbye Ann, Aunt Rose!”

“Say when and we'll cover you.
You're a darn fool. Good luck.”
“Now!”

The squad poured on the fire.
Inch along the mud, now. Find a
small hollow, a fold in the ground.
A little advantage to gain a foot,
two feet. Bullets are coming closer.

Get ready to run. Take a deep

breath. Now! Dig, dig, dig. Too
much soft living, not used to running. Muscles ache, hurt, burn.

Lungs on fire. Dig, dig, dig! Beesting on the arm. No, not beesting, there aren’t any bees on a
battlefield.

There’s a hollow; stop, and get
your wind back. Take a deep

breath. Breathe easy until you get
your second wind. What's that red.
That’s funny, there’s no clay around
here. Blood? No, not blood. How
much farther? Only fifteen, twenty

yards to go now, youre practically
there. Get ready to run. Take a
deep breath. Now! Dig, dig, dig.
You're almost there.
The chink of bullet on armor

plate told Gregory he was safely
behind the tanks. He unfastened
some grenades from his belt and
went to work. He hummed softly
as he jammed one grenade in the
sprocket and another between the
bogey wheels and the tread. He
pulled the pins of the grenades on
one tank. Then he ran lightly
around the second tank to get
cover.
BaROOM! One down, one to go.
The grenades had blown the tread
to smithereens, but still a new tread
would make the tank serviceable.

The explosion had drawn more Jap

fire, as they tried to pick him off.

Gregory pulled the pins of the

(Ohhh! this wonderful cool,
fresh air!) ....

grenades on the second tank, then

Jim paused a moment at the bottom of the steps and took a deep
breath.

didn’t quite make it. One arm gave
way and he fell back to the ground.

“Thanks, Uncle Bill.”

with Uncle Bill. I really must be

Uncle Bill just smiled under-

going anyway. He can drop me off
at home.”

standingly as he climbed into the
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GREAT WHITE FATHER
(Continued from Page 7)

car.

leaped up on the first one. He
He lay sprawled on the ground.
Gregory looked at his right arm,
the one that had collapsed on him.

The shirt sleeve was soaked with

blood from elbow to wrist. A
Jap bullet must have caught him
The Exponent

on the way over, but he couldn’t
tell when.
Frantically he scrambled up on
the first tank, and dropped down
the hatch just in time. BaROOM!
He wormed his way forward to the
tiny driver’s compartment. Suddenly the thought struck him that
he was proving the Great White

Father's thesis: he was making

himself a martyr to advance a
cause. Whether he lived or died in
advancing that cause was beside

the point.
The first thing he saw was the
muzzle. It was the muzzle of a
Jap automatic and holding it was

a Jap officer sitting in the driver's

compartment. It was not a volitional act on his part. Without
thinking Gregory pulled the pin
and threw the grenade. “Thatperson who wishes to advance a cause
must become a martyr .
%
BaROOM!

PENCILINGS ALONG
ALONG THE WAY
(Continued from Page 2)
size, attractive form. Reading of
the Scriptures is a most profitable
occupation and the publishing of
these pamphlets makes this reading easy and accessible to all. Ask
Father Leimkuhler in the religion
department if he has any of these
pamphlets.
Numerous autobiographies have

UNWELCOME RAIN
(Continued from Page 7)

ganize.

Clumsily she helped him struggle
to put the top up. The rain seem-

ed to have a purpose. It was as if
each drop fell in its own chosen
channel and the car stood in its
way. They splashed angrily on the
windshield, carving a track in the
dust.
Wet! She struggled, fighting the
wetness and the drops. Pushing at
them with helpless hands. More
and more she fought and finally a
stifled cry escaped her lips and she
sat up.
=

2

2

The window was wide open and
the wind pushed the white ruffled
curtains into the room. The rain
splashed off the window sill and
into her face.
She looked around wildly for a
moment. Her mind didn’t seem to
be able to function. The car —
drops on windshield! Suddenly she
remembered. Her room! She was
home ... in her room! The rain
was coming faster now and the
curtains clung damply to the wall.
Reaching over she pulled the windown down and then slowly sank
back into the pillow.
Turning over she pulled the
blankets up and with the same
hand wiped at the dampness that
was beginning under her closed
lids.

been written in the past several

years by those who have found
their way into the Catholic Church.
One that I like very much and that
is in the new book section of the

Library is In the Shadow of Peter

(Continued from Page 11)
Labor Statistics, and U. S. Employment service.

while get this book. The blurb sums
up what I liked about the book:
“Dramatic elements are subordinated and purely personal history
is kept to a minimum in favor of

In his cabinet posi-

tion he will face many knotty
tangles as the nation carries on its
defense work. His two important
goals will be labor peace and unity.
But he comes to his work equipped
with sympathy for the hopes and

fears of the working man. Why

his attraction to and progress in,

the Faith.” It is published by the

should he not have this understand-

ing and sympathy? His life has

St. Anthony Guild Press of Paterson, New Jersey.

been devoted to fostering a better
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tary of Labor was praised very sincerely by numerous

Americans.

Here is a quotation from a promi-

nent labor leader: “Given the prop-

er cooperation, Martin Durkin
could become the best secretary of
labor in our nation’shistory.”

The

new secretary

does not

smoke, he does not drink and he
goes to Mass and Communion
every day. In his travels he is
careful to arrange his itinerary so
that he will not miss Mass. He has
always been a Democrat and he
supported Adlai Stevenson forpresident, yet he was chosen by a
Republican president as the only
Democrat in the cabinet.
In Washington the Durkins attend Blessed Sacrament parish.
Martin is a member of the Holy
Name Society and the Knights of
Columbus. He has acted as vicepresident of the Catholic conference on Industrial Problems. The

Durkins have three boys. Martin

and William are married and live
in Washington. Both are steamfit-

ters. The youngest, John, is still in
school.

The main object in presenting
this story to you men and women
of U. D. is to show what real Jeadership can do. A word to the wise
should be sufficient.

THE MARIOLOGY CLUB OF

Buffalo diocese. If you like to read

like your reading solid and worth-

The appointment of Martin Durkin to the cabinet position of Secre-

NEW LABOR SECRETARY

by Henry B. Shaw, a priest of the

the life story of a man and if you

and employers, and he has a strong
belief in the workers’ right to or-

understanding

between

workers

THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

Cordially Invites
You

To attend the
FOURTH MARIAN CONGRESS
On March 21, 1953

in The University Library
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RESURGENCE OF
GERMANY
(Continued from Page 10)
present state of Western Germany's
export rate could never have been
realized without Marshall Plan aid.
The aim of this plan was to re-

store the faith of the European
people in the future of Europe;

tice field where the union building
now stands.
But maybe in 1993 they will
come back as I have done and gaze
upon a part of their lives which
can never be recaptured.
If only I
Appreciate
I were one
what I do

could have told them —
what you have—If only
of them again, knowing
now.

and, as far as I can survey the
development, in no other land of

Europe has this been realized more
convincingly than in the new German Republic of Western Germany.

U. D. REVISITED
(Continued from Page 9)
food permeated the air. It was in
those classrooms that I met the

people, most of whom are still my
friends. We griped about the
weight or
price of a textbook,
classes in the ROTC building, the
method of a teacher, the hardships
of a semester’s schedule, the illogical weather, and that ailment common to all — tension. We sometimes
talked seriously, did more deep
thinking than we cared to admit,
and laughed about almost anything.

Those were the happy years, in
spite of everything; for no matter
how difficult things seemed to be
we always had with us that power-

ful attribute of youth, hope for the
future. And with this to spur us
on we felt we were capable of anything.

Youth is a funny thing, I thought
as I roamed the campus yesterday.
Its most precious property, hope,

can be a dangerous liability. So

often ambition and desire for the
future can overshadow the all-im-

more personal basis. But still these
contacts are possible. The institution or rather the idea of the campus is actually unknown.
“There have been efforts to introduce the so-called ‘studium generale’ with lectures by the most
outstanding professors on different
subjects. Wednesday afternoons are
kept free for these lectures which
are intended for students of every

department, but attempts remain

solely in the academic. The anni-

EDUCATORS’ NOOK
(Continued from Page 15)
ed with proper recognition and
credit. For anyone in the F.T.A.,
an article printed merits for its
author up to twenty-five credit
points toward awards from the organization. And, even if it is not
printed, at least ten credit points
are awarded for the interest and
the effort shown.

versary of the University is commemorated, too, and one attends it
for the magnificence of the speeches
or the beauty of the musical performances that are given, nevertheless, everybody plunges back into
studies again with the slight suspicion that by attending the celebration some hours of cramming
have been unnecessarily and irrevocably lost. What I mean is that
German students are constantly
striving ahead in the steam-heat of

If you have any questions or
doubts, contact the Office or the

competition.

— try your wings; you might sur-

“It was a beautiful time I spent
at U.D. and in the United States.

Editors. If not, get busy right now
prise yourself.

Romanticism a la

Heidelberg is gone.

I enjoyed very much the course in
—THE EDIrors.

American literature that I took

under your guidance. I wish that
there would be some continuation

FROM ACROSS THE SEA
@ It is always interesting to know
how other people live and carry on
business and do school work. One
of the faculty members gave us a
letter from a former U. D. student
who returned to his native Germany last summer and who finds
quite a contrast between the student life in Germany and that in
America. Here is the letter:
“I come to realize even now more

clearly than before how different
student life in Germany is from

of it at my present university, but

there is nothing about American
literature during the present semester except a course in O'Neill. I
hope that during the next semester
to come there will be more lectures
in American literature.”

Any comment? Just this. We do
not have to be fanatical about
books, but we can learn much from
these German students about real

application to school work. What
do you think?

a

*

é

I found myself in front of the
student union building where some
young people were sitting on the

that in America. Here one does not
easily get acquainted with one’s
fellow students who are in the same
course, much less those who belong
to different departments. There is
not much of the congenial spirit

steps.

that I experienced at U. D. Social

on The Donkey by H. F. M.

activities

Precott. Reviewer is Rev.

portant present and the wondrous
gift is wasted on wishing.

This was their building.

Within those walls their memories were forming.

They were no

circles.

are

limited

to

small

The student- teacher rela-

more aware of their magnificent

tions are altogether different, that

heritage than I was in 1953 when

is you need to take detours to get
acquainted with a professor on a

I walked to class across the pracPage 22

CRITICS’ FORUM
WHEN: March 27, 1953.
WHERE: Engineers Club
WHAT: Book Review of The Man

Leonard Fick from
Columbus, Ohio.

U. D. students take notice.

The Exponent

Hilton Chatter
By Carolyn Mergler and Pat Ramsey

@ In the spring a young man’s
fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
baseball and spring football, and
once again the teams are hard at
work getting the winter kinks out.
The baseball team opens its season April 11th at Miami. We had

a really great team last year, and
since we didn't lose many players,
we are hoping for a really good
season from them. The football
game of the year—the graduating
seniors vs. next year’s varsity—will
be played at the wind-up of spring
practice. Don’t miss that one!
This spring-like weather has
brought more pleasant thoughts to
some of the students, though, such

as Roy Horvath and Pat Hickey,

Jim Wanamaker and Fran Herbert,

Ed Veda and Jody Flaute, Bob
Montgomery and Lynn Hartnett,
Carol Bulcher and Jerry McAvoy,

who can frequently be seen enjoying themselves here
around the campus.

and_

there

The employees in the registrar’s

office were quite concerned about
the grades coming out at the end
of last semester to see one student’s
results. As it turned out they were
quite pleased. Tony Evers, a senior
electrical engineering student, has
now completed seven semesters at
U.D. with a straight four point
average, a record to be really proud
of! Good luck this last semester,

Tony. (Though I doubt that you
will need it.)
We had quite a few new additions to the U. D. family this semester. A few of them are Len
Hellyer, who transferred from Marshall College, Ann Teupe, a new
student, Marcia Clune, and Jackie
Macbeth. Glad to have all of you
with us, and also all of you other

new students.
Speaking of spring-fever, there
March, 1953

are three of our coeds who have

any sign of disappointment, which

really got the bug. Katie Maraglou,

they must have felt, on not playing

Shirley Gehring, and Kathy Girard
were seen rolling down the hillsides at Hills and Dales on one of
the recent balmy days. What is it
the psychologists call it — retrogression? P

in this big game of the year. The

We apologize to the Briar Hoopers for not mentioning in the previous issue that they were basket-

ball intramurals champs. They defeated the Hayburers for the
championship.
The Hayburners
conquered the Spenders, last year’s
champs, in the semi-finals.
This month, as always, there
were several engagement rings
given and accepted by U.D. students. Congratulations to Dick
Witt and Thelma Romer who be-

came engaged on Valentine’s Day.
John Herman was going to give
his girl, Bea Sloan, a ring on Val-

entine’s Day, but he got impatient

and gave it to her two weeks
earlier. Congratulations, John. Best
wishes, also to Peg Caulfield who
recently became engaged.
Congratulations to John Horan,
Don Donoher, Jack Sallee, Chris

Harris, and Jim Paxson, and also
to Coach Blackburn, for the won-

derful seventy-one to sixty-five vic-

tory over Seton Hall. The Flyers
outplayed Seton Hall all the way,
not once losing the lead and never
seeming to get rattled or disturbed

by the fact that they were playing
the No. One team in the country.
As Seton Coach Honey Russell admitted, “The best team out there
tonight was the one that won. They
deserved it.” Although there were
no substitutions made I feel that
mention should be made of the
other six players. For throughout

the game not once did the fellas on
the bench, who are all good ball
players in their own right, show

only emotion, and one quite obvious, on all their faces was that
each of them felt sincere pride and
joy towards the five fellas on the

court who were playing such beau-

tiful basketball. It’s a good feeling
to know that the guys on the team
are really good sports as well as
great athletes. Congratulations on a

real team victory!
After the Seton Hall game almost all the students migrated to
Kramer's to celebrate. Throughout
the excitement and noise of the
crowd you could hear one group
and then another burst out with a
school song or a cheer. A few of
the many celebrants were Joe
Macken, Connie Matson, Joe Oths,
Bill Herman, Joe Jackson, Keenie

Monaghan, Jack Gates, and Bob
Kleckner, to name a very few. It
was really an occasion to celebrate,
and everyone made the most of it.
Ronnie DePasquale is quite in
demand these days as a “Chef.” His
Italian spaghetti is out of this
world! Jim Synk, Larry Pinto, and
Vince Longe usually go along to
help consume the finished product.
The U. D. mixed chorus, directed
by Mr. Nelson N. Harper, assistant
music director, will present “The
Lowland Sea,” a musical romantic
tragedy involving young lovers by
the sea. The performance will be
given on March 29th at the Chaminade High School auditorium.

Why don’t you all plan to attend?
See members of the cast about
tickets.
A few of last semester’s students
will be going to the service soon.

Jackie Furderer and Joe Veda are
leaving for the Army in March, and
(Turn to Page 24)
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WANPUS NUIFURS
“Thus saith the Lord: Be converted to Me with all your heart, in
fasting and in weeping and in
mourning. And rend your hearts
and not your garments, and turn
to the Lord your God; for He is
gracious and merciful, patient and
rich in mercy and ready to repent
of the evil.” (Joel 2) Noticed a
lot of students at Mass in the
morning; hope more will catch on

to the habit.

Gill, Anne Flynn, Bill Collins, Jim
Cunningham, Tom Olsen, Mary
DeVol, Joe Zumo, Jim Raiff, Rita
Kinsella, and Tony Bardo.

Some of those at Barbara Walls’
party were Marge Hedges, Pat
Ramsey, Paul Spakowski, Don
Dartt, and Chuck Noll.

Lenten Resolutions: The patrons
of Brother Paul’s Cafe are going to
be more conservative with the napkins in the cafe, Jackie Tangeman’s
giving up smoking, Carolyn Mergler’s not going to drive the car to
school anymore, Bob O’Brien is going to try to be friendlier and talk

Ronnie Kehl, brother to Bill,
WONE broadcaster, is a new student this semester. He and his
roommate, Johnny Price, a returned vet and former U. D. student,
increase the Hoosier delegation in
Alumni Hall.

©@ Most thrilling event of the

to more people, and Pat Bryrne is

month (of the year for that mat-

going to stop being a bookworm

ter) was the super, colossal, stupendous, wondrous, magnificent
Dayton-Seton Hall game. What a
wonderful night! Itll be a long
time before anyone forgets that
game. Never heard a crowd yell

and try to get in a few games of
pool or a card game once in a
while.

so loud (or whisper so many prayers). The team really deserved the
unanimous ovation they received—

they certainly chose a good one for

their last home-court game of the
season.
Partying was in order after the
game. In fact, there wasa lively
one just a few steps from the fieldhouse. Dick Finan and Joannie
Neumann, Steve Stewart and Jeannie Graul, Jack Nolting and Marty
McShane, John Koverman and Flo
Luby, and Larry Sorohan and
Kathy Jardine were the ones responsible.
There was quite a crowd out at
Kramers, too. Helping to make it
good and noisy were Charlene

Daum, Shirley Rosenkranz, Shiela

Dougherty, Peter Nelson, Armand

Martino, Jim Cosmati, Jack Donovan, Pat Ramsey, and Joe Zumo.

The skating party at Troy had
its ups and downs (mostly downs).

A salute to two seniors who will
leave their college cage career this

June. They are Vaughn (Ox) Taylor and Tom (TF) Frericks who
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An informal dinner was held

February 28th by the members of

(Monk) Meineke but was a major

Young, Lynda Smith and Bob Ba-

sel, Pat Schorsch and Bill Collins,

had to be sidelined in his sophomore and junior years because of
a back injury, was always ready
and willing to lend a helping hand
this season. The two boys were
awarded a trophy from the Student
Council before the Seton Hall
game.

Bev Nieman and Vern Weber, Pat
Kinsella and Joe Malloy, Mary DeVol and Tom Olberding, Kay DeVol and Ned Ostendorf.

A great tribute was given to the

Johnny Cashin will be going to the
Air Force. Best of luck to all of
them.
Leo Lonergan, one of last year’s

basketball squad by the Flyer’s
Club at the annual Basketball Ban-

quet held March 4th at the Miami
Hotel. Jack Sallee was awarded
the Alex Schoen trophy for the best
average in free throw shots. The
White-Allen trophy for the out-

standing player was awarded to the

team since each individual was responsible for an outstanding team.
Letter sweaters were presented by

Otto, Larry Pedicord, and the two

Dot

Question is, who will be

king?

part in the 1952-1953. Tom, who

ard, Bill Little, Connie Youngman,
Foley, Sally Payne, Pat Byrme, John

are busy getting ready for the cam-

paigns.

the Omega Society at Sutt’s. Among
those enjoying the hearty meal
were Marlene Fisher and _ Joe

Harry Baujan to John Horan, Jack
Sallee, Jim Paxson, Don Donoher,
Chris Harris, Don Miller, Davey

Jim Braun, Joannie Moore,

Question of the month: With the
Turnabout Tag on its way the girls

both graduate at the end of this
semester. Vaughn played in the
shadow of All-American Don

Pat Schorsch, Janet Grentz, Rich
and Bob Montgomery, Kathy Gir-

Trying their luck on skates were

Our sympathy to Jim Paxson on
the death of his grandfather.

HILLTOP CHATTER
(Continued from Page 23)

joy boys stopped by Dayton and
U.D. for a short visit on his way
to O.C.S. at San Antonio, Texas.
Good to have him back for a while.
With St. Patties day near at
hand, we are reminded of the comment made about the Irish. “Love
is the soul of the true Irishman, he

loves all that’s lovely, loves all that
he can.”
With that thought we'll be leav-

seniors Vaughn Taylor and Tom

ing you until next month. Happy

Frericks.

Easter!
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a cigarette! Take your time...

WHITE!

Test CAMELS for 30 days

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

for MILDNESS and FLAVOR
!
THE REAL PROOF of cigarette
mildness is steady smoking. Do what

millions of other smokers have done—
try Camels for 30 days. By enjoying
Camels regularly —on a pack after pack,
week after week basis—you'll see how
mild, how flavorful, how thoroughly
enjoyable Camels are.
There must be a reason why...

TTES

CAMEL leads all other brands by billions of dgareties!

